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Abstract: The innovation driven Industry 5.0, in agreement with Industry 4.0, leads to consider1

human in a prominence position as the center of manufacturing field. This pushes towards the2

hybridization of manufacturing plants promoting a fully collaboration between human and robot.3

Furthermore, the new paradigm of "human centred design" and "anthropocentric design" allows4

enabling a synergistic combination of human and robot skills. However, properly collaborative5

workplaces are currently very few. Industry is still not confident, and systems integrators hesitate6

to venture into Human-Robot Collaboration (HRC). Despite the effort in collaborative robotics, a7

general solution to overcome the current limitations in designing of collaborative workplaces still8

misses. In the current work, a Knowledge-Based Approach (KBA) is adopted to face collaborative9

workplace designing problem. The framework resulting from the KBA allows developing a10

modelling paradigm that enable to define a streamlined approach for the layout designing of a11

collaborative workplace. Finally, a what-if analysis and a ANOVA analysis are performed to generate12

and evaluate a set of scenarios related to a collaborative workplace for quality inspection of welded13

parts. Facing the high complexity and multidisciplinary of HRC can be conveyed to develop a14

general design approach aimed at overcoming the difficulties that limit the spread of HRC in the15

manufacturing field.16

Keywords: Collaborative robotics; Human-Robot Collaboration (HRC); Knowledge-Based Ap-17

proach (KBA); collaborative workplace design; systematic layout planning; digital layout opti-18

mization; what-if analysis.19

1. Introduction20

Nowadays, the innovative paradigm of "Industry 5.0" complements the existing21

"Industry 4.0" approach by counting on a human-centric industry. The hybridization22

of manufacturing plants with the collaboration between human and robot was one of23

the main pillars of the "Industry 4.0" framework and it becomes stronger within the24

"Industry 5.0" framework [1,2]. Furthermore, robotics is assuming an increasingly central25

role in manufacturing field due to innovation in automation and because of the market26

pressure. The market and the companies acknowledge in robotics and collaborative27

robotics the future of manufacturing and adopt willingly the innovation carried on thus28

far by the industry 4.0 and still today by the industry 5.0. Collaborative robotics offers29

the opportunity for replacing human in all the tasks and operations supposed alienating,30

bringing out his new role inside the collaborative workplace.31
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Even thought a high level of automation allows reducing the cost production [3],32

it reduces the production flexibility which is the main characteristic of human-based33

workplace. Therefore, in the production context of mass customisation, human takes34

on key role in the flexible manufacturing field. The new paradigm of “human centred35

design” and “anthropocentric design” [4,5] is approaching the plant and workplace36

design by enabling a synergistic cooperation of human skills and new industrial equip-37

ment. Therefore, despite the significant strength of the automation, there are still several38

applications where human presence is essential. In such a context, Human-Robot Collab-39

oration (HRC) - performing common tasks by sharing the same workspace - is elevated40

to an enabling solution for mass customisation which needs a high degree of flexibility41

[6]. Moreover, it is essential whenever either the processes are hard to be automated42

or affected by uncomfortable operations. However, properly collaborative workplaces43

are currently very few. Most applications involve fenced cobots used as traditional44

industrial robots, or workplaces where the human and the cobot coexist and perform45

different tasks on different workpieces, without sharing tasks and/or space. A maze46

of standards, rules and guidelines [7], and the lack of systematic approach to HRC47

workplace designing are the main obstacles to a properly and efficient collaboration.48

Too often there is a conflict between unnecessary safety measures and productive needs.49

For these reasons, industry is still not confident and system integrators are hesitant to50

venture into HRC.51

The current paper proposes a Knowledge-Based Approach (KBA) to face with the52

mess and uncertainty characteristics of such complex scenarios. Thus, the KBA aims53

at encouraging the implementation of collaborative workplaces and the exploitation54

of the full potential of HRC. The collection, study, organization and exploitation of the55

knowledge about HRC allowed creating a strong basis framework. This rigorously56

identifies all the elements of the collaborative workplace and defines relationships57

among them. By means of this framework, the designer can outline the changes and58

their influence on all identified elements. Consequently, all this is used to develop a59

modelling paradigm that clusters the identified elements and the critical features that60

affect the workplace layout definition. Via the KBA and the paradigm, it is possible to61

understand and visualize how all the elements interact each others and which output a62

certain configuration of them can produce. Based on these considerations, it is proposed63

a designing approach composed of four main steps for optimal positioning of the64

resources by using ad-hoc alghoritms. Finally, a what-if analysis and a ANOVA analysis are65

performed by the generation and evaluation of a set of scenarios related to an industrial66

use case.67

1.1. Structure of the work68

This work deals with the collaborative robotics issue and presents an innovative69

designing approach for collaborative workplaces. In the section 2, a detailed state of art70

about collaborative robotics is reported and discussed. The main aspects and problems71

connected to collaborative robotics are faced and deepen.72

In the section 3, a Knowledge-Based Approach (KBA) is adopted to take care of73

collaborative workplace design. The KBA is composed of three phases:74

1. The Knowledge Acquisition dealing with the exploration of HRC field.75

2. The Knowledge Management dealing with the organization of the collected infor-76

mation.77

3. The Knowledge Representation dealing with the representation of the designing78

output.79

The acquisition is carried out by collecting the raw data and information connected80

to the HRC. This knowledge converges into five dominions of the collaborative robotics.81

The management tackles the organization of the information as well as the definition of82

the relationship among all the elements in a collaborative workplace. The representation83
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is done by means of the visualization and manipulation of the information in order to84

make it available for the designer.85

The design of the collaborative workplace layout is presented in section 4. In section86

4.1 the modelling paradigm is explained. Consequently, the problem formalization and87

the proposed approach are detailed. To achieve the implementation of the method, all88

the organized knowledge is traduced in the form of an objective function. The objective89

function takes care of the knowledge about HRC and points to the minimization of the90

floor space respecting the minimum distances among the resources and the ergonomic91

working conditions. Afterwords, the whole framework can be visualized by means of92

3D visual environment.93

The application of the proposed approach is presented in section 5. A use case94

about a collaborative quality inspection is introduced in section 5.1. Consequently, a95

what-if analysis is presented in section 5.2. A set of 27 configurations of the workplace is96

generated through the combination of three different parameters (minimum distance97

among the resources, relative position of the logistic areas and robot speed), changing on98

three different levels. In section 6, the results of the study are presented and explained99

by means of the Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique (SMART) and the ANOVA100

analysis. Finally, in section 7, the conclusions of the work are summarized.101

2. State of art102

The main purpose of this paper concerns the designing and optimization of the103

collaborative workplace layout. The facility layout problem is a well-known and widely104

addressed topic in the last decades [8–10]. However, in the context of collaborative105

robotics, it becomes a very complex problem to deal with, due to the several strongly106

coupled issues. Thus, the most recent works addressing the topics intrinsically linked to107

the design and optimization of the collaborative workplace are reported below.108

Scimmi et al. [11], for example, use an assembly cell layout prototype to investigate109

the benefits coming from the human-robot collaboration. Their work is focused on the110

robot control strategy within the proposed layout. It proposes a collision avoidance111

algorithm based on repulsive velocities. The main focus of this work is related to robot112

control and programming, a technical problem clearly related to the design of an efficient113

layout.114

Following the same selection criterion, the State of Art (SoA) collects a series of115

works that propose tools and methods to tackle task allocation problem, ergonomics116

aspects, interaction between the human being and the machines, safety and standards117

compliance, management problems.118

Task allocation is one of the most largely addressed topics in this context. Several119

works proposed methods, approaches and tools which aim to fully exploit the potential120

of both robots and humans starting from an optimized task allocation. Murali et al.121

[12] propose an architecture based on AND/OR graphs for representing and reasoning122

upon human robot collaboration in real-time. The aim of the work is to develop task123

planning algorithms that can recognize and adapt to human action. In this way, a real and124

more efficient collaboration between human being and robot could be reached. Mateus125

et al. [13] develop an algorithm for identifying the task precedence in an assembly126

operation. The aim of this paper is to overcome the rigid linear assembly sequences and127

enable a more flexible collaborative assembly. Banziger et al. [14] propose a method128

to allocate tasks to human and robot in an optimized way for a given workplace. The129

method leverages a standardized work description. The authors propose an approach130

to optimize the human-robot work organization by means of genetic algorithms. The131

authors demonstrated that, using the proposed method, they can optimize the work132

organization in terms of production time and ergonomics for an existing workplace.133

El Makrini I. et al [15] propose a framework for task allocation in human-robot134

collaborative application based on the agents’ capabilities and on ergonomics considera-135

tions. Suitable agents are defined considering their characteristics, task requirements136
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and workpieces features; ergonomics considerations are made by measuring the posture137

of the human body and the related workload.138

Ergonomics is another key topic in the field of collaborative robotics. Collaborative139

robotics can be seen as a means of improving the working conditions of the human140

operator and, at the same time, making the production process more efficient [16,17].141

However, it is necessary to consider physical and mental wellness of the human since142

the coexistence with a robot can make less tiring some task but, at the same time, it143

could produce stress for the operator [18]. Both physical and cognitive ergonomics144

need to be assessed. The physical ergonomics is related to posture, lifting and transport,145

repeated movements and involves the musculoskeletal disorders [19]. It can be evaluated146

by means of the following well-known methodologies: (i) the National Institute for147

Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) [20] equations for manual lifting of objects;148

(ii) the Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) [21] for postures; (iii) the Occupational149

Repetitive Action (OCRA) [22] for repetitive tasks. Cognitive ergonomics is mostly150

linked to factors not objectively measurable and connected to the mental wellness and151

represents an aspect that should not be neglected when a human works next to a robot152

[23]. Indeed, the mental workload is the ability to make decisions and to face stress.153

Elias Matsas et al. [24] investigate the acceptability of human robot collaboration in154

terms of mental safety issues, i.e., human’s awareness and vigilance of the moving robot.155

They present a highly and immersive Virtual Reality Training System (VRTS) named156

“beware of the robot” that simulates in real-time the cooperation between industrial157

robotic manipulators and humans, executing simple manufacturing tasks.158

Considering the interaction between human and robot, on the one hand the refer-159

ence standards [25–27] suggest safety-based interaction between human and robot, on160

the other hand several researchers propose different degrees of interaction no longer161

based only on the safety functions but considering the way they interact and carry out162

the tasks [5,28]. Ali Ahmad Mailk and Arne Bilberg [29] describe the interaction between163

human and robot by means of an architecture based on three-dimensional reference scale:164

team composition, level of engagement and safety are the three considered dimensions.165

Finally, [30–32] define different levels of interaction.166

In [33], the authors propose the Digital Twin (DT) approach to address the complex-167

ity of achieving the full potential of human-robot collaboration in assembly application.168

It proposes the idea of digital twin as a "front runner”. In this way it is possible to opti-169

mize the behaviour of the physical system creating its time dependent accurate virtual170

model and simulating it. This approach takes into account each change introduced and171

could predict the future behaviour of the system without financial loss or human injury.172

Kousi et al. [34] proposed a DT based approach for designing and redesigning173

flexible assembly system. The work proposes as use case a scenario in which humans174

and an autonomous mobile dual arm collaborate. The advantage resulting from the175

use of the DT is the possibility to dynamically update or reconfigure the scenarios in176

response to the occurrence of unexpected events.177

However, the DT has the disadvantage of requiring a real scene and relatively178

expensive equipment to fully exploit the potential use.179

In other words, the DT has to be associated with an object that actually exist. "A180

digital twin without a physical twin is a model" [35]. This aspect, in some circumstances,181

e.g., early design of a workplace, could be seen as an impediment. "The DT for design is182

only meaningful when the prototyping stage is reached" [35].183

Boschetti et al. [36] focus on the aspects related to the process and on the evaluation184

of its performance. The work proposes a model in order to estimate the cycle time of185

collaborative assembly system using information about process as input. The paper186

presents a mathematical model useful to evaluate the feasibility of a multi-resource187

collaborative assembly system and for making the most appropriate choices in the188

design phases.189
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In [37], the authors investigate the influence of the product characteristics on190

Human-robot collaboration. The authors developed an algorithm which simulates191

the product assembly in order to estimate the makespan realizable for several scenarios.192

Vitolo et al. [38] propose a multi-layer modelling approach to systematically identify193

potential collaborative workstations within an industrial production plant, providing a194

tool to solve another challenging topic in the HRC context.195

[39,40] present different methods to assess the potential benefits of a conversion196

from a manual workplace into a collaborative one.197

In [41], Tsarouchi et al. pursue a goal that may be considered more close to that198

of the present manuscript. They face the problem of HRC workplace design starting199

from the task planning. Alternative layouts and task allocations are obtained by means200

of a multi-criteria decision making framework. Then the different alternatives were201

evaluated. The approach does not consider the compliance with the reference standard202

in the decision making framework.203

Ore et al. [42] identified the lack of methods supporting efficient HRC workstation204

design. They propose a step-by-step method useful in the early phases of the workstation205

design in the context of the Human-Industrial Robot Collaboration (HIRC). The method206

is based on the Pahl and Beitz’s engineering design framework. It was used to design an207

assembly cell in the automotive context. The work highlighted that advanced virtual208

simulation software should be used to generate more accurate data into the decision209

process.210

Lietaert et al. [43] present a methodology to optimize the design of a collaborative211

workplace according to spatial and ergonomic criteria. The authors taken into account a212

detailed ergonomic evaluation in the formalisation of the optimization problem, but do213

not consider the standard constraints. The proposed approach was evaluated in a sheet214

metal manufacturing case study.215

Mateus et al.[44] proposed a structured designing method addressing fundamental216

aspects for the designing of collaborative workplaces. They focused in particular on217

safety, ergonomics, time and performance.218

Although [41–44] look in the same direction as the current work, they do not place219

enough emphasis on the safety aspect.220

In [45], the authors focus their work on the safety for human operator. They propose221

an industrial robot performs which a depalletizing operation as use case. The robot222

acts in a speed and separation monitoring mode, and human operators move in the223

surrounding space. There are no physical fence and a separation distance between224

human and robot must be guaranteed according to the ISO TS 15066. Usually the225

separation distance is calculated considering the worst-case. The paper proposes an226

alternative approach useful to reduce the area of the workplace layout dedicate to the227

separation distance. However, the work is focused on the operations performed in the228

speed and separation monitoring mode.229

Valid solutions and tools have been proposed but they solve only partial prob-230

lems. The proposed tools and solutions, as well as the standards, are not enough for231

the successful development of a such complex system. The actual implementation of232

collaborative workplaces is hindered by the lack of an overall view of the topic. An233

approach which considers all the issues related to collaborative robotics and especially234

their relationships is still missing. It is necessary an appropriate methodology which235

can lead to an optimal exploitation of the proposed solutions or tools, by providing236

relationships, interactions and rules to consider during the design phase. Gervasi et al.237

try to face the identified lack providing an analysis on several aspect, from robotics to238

human factors. In [46] they propose eight latent dimensions in HRC context and develop239

a framework for HRC applications assessment.240

The Knowledge-Based Approach presented in the next section has the same aim.241

The KBA allowed to breakdown the HRC domain in a hierarchical structure which242

is composed of elements and sub-elements most often linked by close relationship243
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of interdependence. Finally, on the basis of the developed framework, an approach244

to HRC workplace layout design, which takes into account the issues highlighted by245

the academic research, the needs of the industry, the safety regulatory precepts was246

developed.247

The proposed design approach allowed to reduce the “routine-like” and “non-value248

adding” design tasks which require little creativity. In this way, designers could make249

better use of their creativity and intuitiveness without being hindered by repetitive250

design tasks.251

3. A Knowledge-Based Approach for the investigation of collaborative workplaces252

The deepening of the of the Human-Robot Collaboration (HRC) that emerges from253

the study of the related State of Art, shows how it is a very complex problem to deal with,254

and brings attention on the need of a structured approach to face all the issues related to255

this topic. In this scenario, the only experience is not sufficient to fully understand and256

address the designing of a collaborative workplace. Accordingly, a Knowledge-Based257

Approach (KBA) that aims to face the complex problems related to collaborative robotics258

is proposed and implemented to achieve a general valid solution in this research field.259

Indeed, because of the amount and heterogeneity of the elements and information [47]260

involved in HRC, it is tough to go through all the related aspects without a structured261

framework. Due that, the KBAs are largely applied to many engineering fields [48] such262

as software architecture [49] or decision making support for the development of complex263

systems and structures [50]. For all these reasons, in this paper a KBA is adopted to face264

the high level of complexity about collaborative robotics [51].265

The main purpose of the adopted KBA is to discover and organize the main infor-266

mation about collaborative robotics in order to make them available and exploitable267

to address collaborative workplaces. The approach involves to collect the information268

and knowledge related to the collaborative robotics and define the relations among269

all the elements that are part of collaborative workplaces. Consequently, all they are270

organized towards a structured framework, that is a supporting structure of methods271

and tools able to support the designing process. Finally, the application of the KBA272

leads to the development of a designing method to assist the designer in finding the273

best solution or configuration for specific situations. The KBA is composed of the three274

phases represented in Figure 1: (i) knowledge acquisition, (ii) knowledge management275

and (iii) knowledge representation.276

3.1. Knowledge acquisition277

The knowledge acquisition is the first part of the KBA and refers to the collection278

and study of documents and works about the collaborative robotics. The aim of this279

phase is to acquire the necessary knowledge, establish a set of relations and rules and280

Figure 1. Depiction of the main phases of the Knowledge-Based Approach.
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generate usable datasets. The HRC field is analysed from three points of view: (i) the281

scientific literature, (ii) the regulatory framework and (iii) the industrial context. Besides,282

as described in section 2, the state of art about collaborative robotics is very extensive and283

includes a multitude of different topics. The overview provided in the previous chapter284

allows identifying the main areas of interest included in the present research work: task285

allocation, safety, ergonomics, human-robot interaction, facility layout problem, robot286

control and so forth. All these topics turned out to be interrelated and strictly coupled to287

the HRC workplace design issue.288

In the same manner, the study and the critical analysis of the regulatory framework289

leads to the identification of the main aspects related to safety and risk reduction within a290

HRC workplace. However, a detailed discussion on standards is redundant considering291

that other works [52–54] already did it. It suffices to recall that the standards regarding292

robotics are organised into three types as follow:293

• Type A standards: basic safety standards and requirements to apply to machinery.294

• Type B standards: generic safety standards divided in two sub-categories.295

– B1 standards concern specific safety aspects.296

– B2 standards concern safeguard measures, interlocking devices, optical or297

pressure sensors.298

• Type C standards: safety requirements for specific machinery.299

Among the latter types, it is worth mentioning the ISO/TS 15066:2016 which is the most300

recent in collaborative robotics and concerns the interaction between human and robot301

presenting four collaborative operations. Furthermore, it is a technical specification302

which describes in detail the allowed collaborative operations and specifies their require-303

ments. It reinforces the indications given in ISO 10218-1/2 (type C), that are the main304

standards about robots and robotic devices. For the purpose of the present work, the305

relations among the main standards involved in HRC are found starting from the three306

standards above mentioned. The connections are presented in the network displayed in307

Figure 2 where a link is the direct connections between two standards. The acronyms308

ISO and IEC include all the standards that are not directly involved in HRC but are309

preparatory for the adoption of these standards.310

Still, an overview of collaborative robotics of the industrial context is given by [55]311

and [56]. The following key points arise:312

Figure 2. Network of relationship among the standards related to collaborative robotics
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• Grouping the applications of collaborative robots by sector, about three quarters313

of them belong to electrical engineering and automotive sectors. There are fewer314

applications in the plant engineering and mechanical fields.315

• Focusing on the category of application, the majority of applications concern assem-316

bling or material handling.317

• Applications where a worker really collaborates in strict contact with the cobot are318

not very common. In most of the cases, humans and robots coexist sharing the319

same workspace only occasionally. Furthermore, cobots are usually placed behind320

physical fence and used in the same way as classic industrial robots.321

Considering the aspects presented on the above analysis, the knowledge about322

HRC needs to be captured and stored as rules, constraints, semantic representation and323

facts to be easily manipulated. Indeed, the SoA presents a high number of research324

works related to several topics and a complex context. Besides, the reference regulatory325

framework comes as a maze of rules and prescriptions tough to follow and the current326

industrial applications are limited to certain conditions due to many different reasons.327

Therefore, the large amount of acquired information related to this topic needs to be328

managed and organized in a structured framework that enables the representation and329

exploitation of the knowledge.330

3.2. Knowledge management331

The knowledge management consists in the organization of the acquired knowledge332

into homogeneous "containers" and the definition of the relationship among the elements.333

Indeed, as depicted in the previous phase of the KBA, approaching to a collaborative334

workplace means to face a mass of information and a myriad of requirements all closely335

intertwined. Still, moving in this dense network of relationship and non-homogeneous336

information without a guide represents a real challenge. Therefore, the raw knowledge337

needs to be arranged and managed in order to make it structured, manageable and338

available.339

This knowledge is arranged in a structured framework composed of two parts: the340

decomposition of the system and the construction of the relations.341

The collaborative workplace is decomposed in a hierarchical form by means of a342

decomposition matrix. By the categorization of the information, the collected knowledge343

is organized in a framework in order to bring out both the main subjects of the topic344

and a well-structured skeleton of information. The resulting framework consists of five345

levels, summarized in Table 1. Therefore, all the knowledge results collected into a346

hierarchical matrix and structured in levels.347

The knowledge associated to the collaborative workplace is divided in five main348

domains which collect all the homogeneous elements and respond to a specific need of349

the collaborative workplaces:350

Table 1. Decomposition levels.

Level Name Definition

1 System The whole collaborative workplace, seen as a “sys-
tem” composed domains

2 Domains Domains of the system that collect homogeneous
elements and respond to a specific need

3 Elements Element of the sub-system not further decompos-
able and focused on specific aspects and face specific
functionalities

4 Features Characteristics and attribute of the elements
5 Parameters Quantitative or qualitative values associated with

the features feature
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• Logistic domain: refers to all issues related to the division and management of the351

workspaces, the inclusive and exclusive working areas, the available space and the352

management of the feeding.353

• Technological domain: refers to all issues directly correlated to the active and354

passive resources, their features, number and characteristics.355

• Safety and ergonomics domain: refers to the human wellness, safety working356

conditions and the performance of the control system , including the guards and357

protective devices.358

• Process domain: refers to all issues related to the production, time, task sequencing,359

operations, interaction and communication between human and robot.360

• Economic domain: refers to costs and benefits about the collaborative workplace,361

as well as the performances evaluation.362

Belonging to these domains, twenty-one elements are presented below. They are363

parts or features of the collaborative workplace that face specific aspects of the problem364

and collect homogeneous information:365

1. Physical limits (PL): available space and obstacles where the workplace is placed;366

2. Workspaces (WS): layout of the workplace and division of the working areas;367

3. Paths (P): accesses and exits of the workplace and paths;368

4. Feeding (F): means of supplying material;369

5. Workpiece (WP): main piece to be worked and components;370

6. Equipment (EQ): furniture and instruments;371

7. Usable devices (UD): control devices under operator control;372

8. Operator (O): operator characteristics;373

9. Robot (R): robot characteristics;374

10. Autonomous guided vehicle (AGV): AGV characteristics;375

11. Ergonomics (ER): ergonomic constraints and limitations;376

12. Environment (EN): environmental working condition;377

13. Minimum distances (MD): minimum distance set among both fixed and mobile378

resources;379

14. Safeguarding perimeter (SP): physical or virtual workplace limit;380

15. Safeguarding devices (SD): device not under operator control;381

16. Type of work (TW): operation to carry out on the workpiece;382

17. Task sequencing (TS): operations scheduled to be performed by human and robot;383

18. Human-robot collaboration (HRC): interaction between human and robot;384

19. Human machine interface (HMI): communication between human and robot;385

20. Costs (C): economic constraints;386

21. Benefits (B): key performance indicators (KPI).387

Domains and elements represent the framework of the collaborative workplace388

(Table 2). Taking into account domains and elements, the designer can face all the aspects389

of the designing and he can address all the needed settings.390

Once the structured framework is defined, the subsequent need is to establish a391

network of relationship among the elements. Therefore, the collaborative workplace is392

modelled as a graph (G= N, E) [57] made of a set of nodes and edges [5]. Indeed, the393

adoption of the graph theory leads to highlight the connections among all the elements394

that are involved in the collaborative workplace. The relations among the nodes are395

highlighted by means of a direct graph (digraph) or an adjacency matrix (Table 3) where396

the values 1 or 0 means whether the elements on the row have a direct connection with397

the elements on the columns, or not [58,59].398

The first seven columns (workpiece, type of work, physical limits, ergonomics,399

environment, minimum distances and cost) are intended as source nodes, or external400

constraints. They are not influenced by the other nodes of the network. The central401

nodes are all configurations that depend on the designer choices. The last nodes are402

intended as outputs of the designing process, such as the workspaces and the path that403
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Table 2. Decomposition Matrix.

Domains Needs Groups Macro aspects Elements Functionalities

Logistic Management
Layout Management of

spaces
Physical limits Spatial constrain
Workspaces Space division

Movement Management of
flow

Paths Accessibility
Feeding Type of supplying

Technologic Technic

Passive
resources

Passive actor:
suffer the action

Workpiece Target to achieve
Equipment Supportive object
Usable devices Operator support

Active
resources

Active actor: act
the action

Operator Operator features
Robot Robot features
AGV AGV features

Safety &
Ergonomics

Security &
wellness

Human Human wellness Ergonomics Operators constrain
Environment Working condition

Safety Human security
Minimum distances Disposals constrain
Safeguarding perimeter Workplace border
Safeguarding devices Safety device

Process Working
Operation The aim of the

workplace
Type of work Operation
Task sequence Relative operativity

Interaction Human-robot
interaction

HRC Type of interaction
HMI Communication

Economic Economic Value Benefits vs. costs Costs Economic constraint
Benefits Key Performance Indicators (KPI)

are the consequences of the previous decisions. Thus, a flow is generated that goes from404

the source nodes to the sink nodes. A user, following the flow inside this framework,405

can face all the aspects of the collaborative workplace designing.406

3.3. Knowledge representation407

The knowledge representation points to make the information collected and organized408

in the previous phases, understandable for the users in order to better implement actions409

and corrections. This phase embodies the selection of the software and methodologies410

to adopt and the logical implementation of the designing processes. The knowledge is411

manipulated by the user in order to focus on a certain part of the problem and represent a412

virtual prototype of the system. Consequently, the user can act on such a representation413

in order to extrapolate the needed information to refine the designing process and414

obtain a final consistent results. Furthermore, the application of the KBA can lead to the415

development of a designing paradigm as proposed in the following section.416

The adoption of the graph theory allows easily manipulating the structured infor-417

mation and displaying it by means of tools like Matlab. The implementation of easy418

algorithms leads to the exploitation of the knowledge either visualizing on a sub-graph,419

that is a limited part of the whole graph, or focusing on a single node, by the study420

of its inputs and outputs. In the figure 3a, the relations among all the elements of a421

collaborative workplace (Table 3) are depicted as digraph. All the connections start from422

the "source nodes" that are considered external inputs or constraints for the designer.423

Table 3. Adjacency matrix.

WP TW PL ER EN MD C O R AGV EQ UD TS HRC HMI F WS P SP SD B
WP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
TW 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
PL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
ER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

AGV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
EQ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
UD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

HRC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
HMI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
WS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

SP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure 3. Relations among the elements of a collaborative workplace: a) complete network; b)
input of node "workspaces".

The successive nodes need the information from the previous ones to be set. The figure424

3b is a focus on a specific node and presents all the inputs of the node "workspaces" that425

is about the layout and the working areas. These inputs are: Physical limits, Minimum426

distances, Type of working, Task sequencing, HRC, Robot, Operator, Equipment, and427

Feeding. They are the necessary information for the creation of the layout and the428

working areas.429

Therefore, thanks to the decomposition of the problem and the use of the graph430

theory, the knowledge about collaborative workplace becomes available and manageable431

for those that are interested either in all the aspects of the problem or only a limited part.432

The information and knowledge obtained from the KBA are used in the following433

to develop a modelling paradigm for the layout generation and optimization. The focus434

of the paradigm is the node workspaces that is about the working areas and division of435

the spaces. The output of this node is the layout of the collaborative workplace.436

4. The layout designing of the collaborative workplace437

In the context of Human-Robot Collaboration, accordingly to the topics presented438

in the previous section, the workplace layout planning is a strenuous challenge as well439

as a central theme for the design of collaborative workplaces. An efficient HRC layout440

must guarantee minimum movements, minimum travel time from one point to another,441

maximum utilization of resources and the safety of human beings. Several parameters,442

constraints, and issues must be taken into account to achieve efficient collaboration443

between human beings and robots. The KBA has provided a strong framework that444

results useful to identify these critical elements affecting the layout planning. Thus, a445

modelling paradigm is defined by exploiting the acquired and managed knowledge,446

and then, a systematic approach to the HRC layout design is developed according to the447

definitions and the concepts provided by the proposed paradigm.448

4.1. Modelling paradigm449

The paradigm results from the exploitation of the collected knowledge on the450

collaborative robotics field. The paradigm stems from the need to find a general model451

of collaborative workplace. Standard archetypes are proposed to provide design criteria452

and constraints, making up for the lack of a univocal reference scheme. By means453

of problem decomposition on a side, and knowledge management on the other, it is454

possible to focus on the main elements which affect the design of HRC workplaces.455

The modelling paradigm contains rigorous definitions of these elements, analyses their456

relationships and clarifies how they affect the layout design. The guiding principle457
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of this process is to look at workplace layout as a set of entities and identify the main458

models describing how they must be linked to their actual counterparts.459

The following subsections present the elements composing the paradigm, the460

relationships among them, and the influence they exert on the HRC layout planning.461

4.1.1. Elements of modelling paradigm462

The collaborative workplace is modelled defining (i) the physical entities that are463

part of it; (ii) the performed operations, on the one hand in terms of elementary tasks,464

and on the other, in terms of the type of robotic application; (iii) the workspaces.465

More specifically, the collaborative workplace is described in terms of its tangible466

components [60]. It consists of resources - a stock or supply of materials, staff, and467

other assets - that can be drawn on in order to carry on tasks on certain workpieces.468

The resources may be active or passive resources [41]. Active resources are defined469

as resources which are trained to perform a certain task. Robot systems and humans470

are active resources. On another hand, the passive resources such as fixtures, static471

structures, tables, logistic resources and even machine tools, are used to perform a472

certain task. The workpiece is the object of the performed tasks. As already established473

by J. A. Marvel et al. [60], it can be composed of the principal component and any474

sub-components.475

Then, the workplace is analysed from a process-related perspective. The operation476

carried out in the workplace is described in terms of elementary tasks. After, the task are477

classified by type, and by level of interaction between human being and robot.478

Three main task types are defined:479

• Process task is a valued-added task; it can be performed by humans and/or robots,480

using either elementary tools or even machine tools.481

• Transport task is a material handling task; it can be performed by human, cobot,482

mobile manipulators, simple AGVs, as well as by means of passive resources such483

as conveyors.484

• Control task does not contribute materially to the actual processing; it have to be485

entrusted to human being since it concerns cobots control tasks. It could be per-486

formed by means of a human machine interface (HMI) such as pendant controller,487

smartwatch, tablet or computer.488

Tasks are further characterized by level of interaction between human and robot.489

Based on the classifications already given in [30], this work proposes four level of490

interaction:491

• Independent tasks: human and robot perform different tasks on different workpieces.492

• Sequential tasks: human and robot perform different tasks on the same workpiece493

placed in the same position. They share the same workspace but in different time494

(robot is inactive when human enters the collaborative space).495

• Parallel tasks: human and robot perform separate tasks for the same goal at the496

same time. There is no physical contact between the human operator and the robot497

system. This level includes tasks which are performed inline.498

• Collaborative tasks: human and robot work cooperatively in order to complete the499

processing of a single workpiece. Contact is allowed (but not strictly necessary)500

since robot and human can work “hand-in-hand”.501

Furthermore, The collaborative workplace is characterized according to the use502

made of the cobot(s) within it. The most common applications for which cobots installed503

by key vendors are employed, are showed in Figure 4. These applications are grouped504

in four main macro-categories according to their similarities, as follows: (i) Material505

handling when cobots are involved in the transport of material (e.g., pick and place,506

machine tending, packaging, palletizing, parts orientations); (ii) Assembly/Disassembly507

when cobots perform screwdriving, nut fastening, etc.; (iii) Precision Machining when508

cobots perform soldering, gluing, milling, cutting, etc.; (iv) Inspection when cobots509
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Figure 4. Most common applications for cobots installed by the key vendors

perform quality testing, non-destructive testing and so on. Obviously, a workplace could510

be composed of multiple cobots used for different categories of application.511

Finally, the collaborative workplace is seen as the combination of several main512

workspaces: (i) the elementary workspaces dedicated to human operator and cobot, (ii) the513

composed workspaces identified through the combination of the elementary ones [5], and514

(iii) the logistic spaces.515

Elementary workspaces. The collaborative workplace includes two elementary516

workspaces dedicated respectively to human and cobot.517

Human Space (HS) is the space where the operator can perform his tasks; it is the518

result of the envelope of N Unitary Human Spaces (UHSs), each dedicated to a specific519

task. The UHS is a circular area around the operator with a diameter equal to the arm520

span (AS). The AS is defined as the measurement of the length from one end of a person’s521

arms to the other, when raised parallel to the ground at shoulder height, at a 90° angle.522

The space occupied by the operator is described by means of the body ellipse whose523

minor and major axes respectively represent depth and width of the human body. To be524

thorough, it is necessary to consider the increase in space due to the operator’s clothing525

[61]. Zones of convenient reach (ZRC) are the areas that can be reached comfortably526

through movements that do not involve effort. These areas are included inside the UHSs527

and contain the Human Task Area (HTA). The HTA is a circular area dedicated to carry528

out the tasks which compose the whole operation. The center of this circular area is529

called Human Task Center (HTC). Figure 5 depicts the above-defined areas.530

Robot Space (RS) is the space needed by the robot system (including attached tool531

and workpiece) to perform all its tasks. This space does not necessarily correspond to532

the maximum space that the robot can reach. It is usually defined through safety-rated533

soft axis and space limiting, as described in ISO 2018-1:2011. Practically, the robot system534

motion is software-defined and the space limiting is used to identify a space of any535

geometric shape within which robot motion is limited [25]. However, Robot space may536

be seen as the composition of N elementary robot spaces one for each task. The center of537

each intended space is named Robot Task Center (RTC).538

Composed workspaces. Composed workspaces are obtained from the combination539

of the elementary workspaces: Collaborative Space (CS) is the intersection of the Human540

and Robot Space. It is present only if one of the established tasks is carried out in541

collaborative modes. In this case, it is possible to define a Collaborative Task Center542

(CTC) as the center of the CS.543

Operational space (OS) is the sum of the elementary spaces and represents the space544

needed to perform all the intended tasks. It includes the Collaborative Space.545

Logistic spaces. The spaces through which the workplace interfaces with the parts546

coming from the outside and the materials directed toward the outside are defined as547

logistic spaces. The logistic spaces are classified as follows:548
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Figure 5. Human Space representation

1. The infeed spaces receive from the outside the workpiece, supply materials as549

screws, nuts, bolts, single parts to be assembled, sub-assemblies to be completed,550

groups to be processed.551

2. The outfeed spaces receive the processed parts directed outwards. The outfeed552

spaces dedicated to correctly processed parts should be different from the outfeed553

spaces dedicated to parts which do not satisfy quality standards and must be554

reworked or discarded.555

Shape and size of the logistic spaces are dependent on the geometric features of the556

logistic resources used to load/unload, to storage and to handle the workpieces. The557

position of the logistic spaces depends on the specific case. A valid solution could be to558

place the logistic spaces on the workplace sides. The possible scenarios are the following559

(Figure 6):560

1. Infeed and outfeed spaces are placed near consecutive sides;561

2. Infeed and outfeed spaces are placed near opposite sides;562

3. Infeed and outfeed spaces are placed near the same side.563

However, continuous flow manufacturing systems do not fall under the above564

classification. For example, in the automotive field, the assembly process usually in-565

volves the movement of the principal part on a central conveyor and the arrival of the566

sub-assemblies through suitable logistic resources. Therefore, on the one hand, the567

sub-assemblies arrive at workplace side in the infeed spaces, on the other hand, the568

principal part crosses the workplace following a defined path, entering from one specific569

point and leaving another.570

Figure 6. Possible position of Logistic Spaces: a) infeed and outfeed spaces are on consecutive
sides; b) infeed and outfeed spaces are on opposite side; c) infeed and outfeed spaces are on the
same side.
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Considering that both the robot and human can pick up parts from the logistic571

spaces to carry on the assigned tasks, it’s clear that these spaces can be included entirely572

or be part of the elementary spaces.573

Table 4 recapitulates synthetically the elements that are part of the proposed mod-574

elling paradigm.575

4.1.2. The relationships among the elements of the paradigm576

Every element of the paradigm affects the layout planning in a specif way; their577

influences on the whole workplace and the relationships among them are described578

below.579

Each of the categories of application identified in the previous paragraph corre-580

sponds to a basic configuration of the workplace. Therefore, each basic configuration581

is characterized by some main elements and feature that are always present for that582

specific category. All the cobots used for a specific application are characterized by the583

same main features. Moreover, each category of application may prefer a specific level584

of interaction. For example, assembly applications mostly involve human being and585

cobot carrying out tasks in close contact. This means that tasks are mostly performed on586

a single item cooperatively and Human and Robot Spaces inevitably intersect.587

The definition of the “type” and “level of interaction” for each task inherently588

provides information about the relative position between human and cobot within589

the workplace. Combining the information about the task attributes with the main590

configuration related to the category of application, a rough workplace layout begins to591

take place.592

The characteristics of the resources, as well as those of the workpieces, influence593

the definition of the entire layout. The number, the size, the reach of the robot, affect594

the definition of the workspaces. The position within the workplace of the resources595

depends on some of their characteristics.596

Table 4. Elements of modelling paradigm.

Modeling paradigm elements

Workplace components

Active resources Human operator
Cobot

Passive resources Fixtures
Machine tools

Workpieces Main part
Subcomponents

Task attributes

Task type
Process task
Transport task
Control task

Level of interaction

Independent
Sequential
Parallel
Collaborative

Category of application

Material handling e.g., pick and place, machine tending, palletizing

Assembly e.g., nut fastening, screwdriving

Precision machining e.g., welding, soldering, gluing, milling

Inspection e.g., quality testing

Workspaces

Elementary workspaces Human Space
Robot Space

Composed workspaces Collaborative Space
Operational Space

Logistic Space Infeed Space
Outfeed Space
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Workspaces are mostly influenced by the other elements of the paradigm. Position,597

size and shape of the workspaces depend on the characteristics of the tasks and work-598

place components. However, the logistic space features affect not only the layout but599

also the whole process; they ease or hinder it causing unreachability, too long distances600

to cover and so on.601

In short, the paradigm can serve three kinds of purposes:602

1. Describes the relevant aspects of the workplaces;603

2. Simplifies the implementation of design methods.604

3. Identifies changes in the layout of the workplaces;605

4.2. Problem formalization606

It is possible to formalize the HRC workplace layout design problem by introducing607

the following entities derived from the paradigm definitions:608

1. Set of passive resources P, located within the workplace floor with pose defined609

as {xpi , ypi , θpi}∀pi ∈ P; each passive resource can be characterized by a set of610

points of interest, e.g., geometrical center of gravity, vertices and points reachable611

by active resources;612

2. Set of active resources A, i.e., robots and human operators, each one characterized613

by a series of attributes and skills;614

3. Set of elementary tasks that have to be performed by the active resources or by615

using passive resources (e.g. machine tools); each task is described by type and616

level of interaction;617

4. Set of task centers within the workplace W with pose expressed as {xwi , ywi}∀wi ∈618

W;619

5. Set of basic locations within the workplace that correspond to the position where620

workpieces enter/exit the workplace.621

Therefore, considering the above definitions, the solution to the design of the layout622

of the collaborative workplace could be expressed in matrix form by the following623

entities:624

1. A matrix Ttc of task-task center assignments;625

2. A matrix Lcp of task center-passive resource assignments;626

3. A matrix Fap of active resource-passive resource assignments.627

This means that the proposed method helps the designer in defining the optimised628

and standard compliant layout by identifying the task centers and defining their stances629

within the workplace according to an optimisation criterion.630

The optimisation problem consists of finding a vector w that minimizes a nonlinear631

objective function f(w) subject to nonlinear constraints and bound constraints. It is632

known in the literature as a constrained nonlinear programming problem (NLP) [62].633

The constraints are expressed by means of inequalities or equalities.634

Therefore, it is possible to formulate the current problem as:635

min
w

f (w) subject to


g(w) ≤ 0;
geq(w) = 0;
lb ≤ w ≤ ub.

(1)

with636

f (w) = a1E(w) + a2S(w) + a3G(w); (2)

where w is the vector containing the Cartesian coordinates of the identified task637

centers; g(w) and geq(w) represent the constraints as equalities and inequalities; lb and ub638

stand for lower bounds and upper bounds. In the Equation 2, E(w) takes into account639

the ergonomic aspect, S(w) is the occupied floor space within the workplace and G(w) is640

an additional indicator; a1, a2 and a3 are weighting factors.641
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4.3. Proposed Approach642

The main purpose of the current paper is to deal with the HRC workplace layout643

problem in a systematic and structured fashion, by means of the adoption of standard-644

ized reference models. The resulting approach is an iterative process, consisting of 4645

main phases (Figure 7): (i) task analysis; (ii) task centers allocation; (iii) constrained646

optimization problem solving; (iv) rough layout definition. Downstream of the layout647

generation, a risk assessment could highlight the necessity of further risk-reduction648

measures, e.g. additional safety sensors, changes to the task sequencing, resources, and649

environment. Therefore, the layout designing is not a linear process since the iteration650

loops to previous phases are fundamental. The process is described in the following,651

where each phase is denoted at the beginning of the indention in italic.652

Task analysis. Assuming that the task scheduling and resources allocation are defined653

in advance, the present methodology involves the analysis of the task scheduling as the654

first step of the whole designing process. The analysis of the task scheduling aims to655

identify the entities previously described: the process is described in terms of elementary656

tasks, each one characterized by "typology" and "level of interaction"; the complete set657

of resources and the corresponding tasks are identified; the reach, the payload, the size658

Figure 7. The proposed approach for the layout designing of HRC workplace.
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and the maximum speed of the robot, as well as the percentile, the gender of the human659

being and the dimensions of the passive resources are defined.660

The final goal of this process is the definition of the matrix Ttc containing the number661

and the type (i.e., HTC, RTC or CTC) of the task centers associated with the correspond-662

ing tasks. Every task is characterized by type and level of interaction between human663

operator and robot. The combination of this information returns the desired output. In664

particular, "transport" task implicates two task centers, one as the starting point and one665

as the arrival point, whether it is a robot task or a human task. "Process" and "control"666

tasks implicate one task center each. The level of interaction between human and robot667

establishes whether the task centers are coincident or not: for "independent" task, since668

human and robot perform different tasks on different workpieces, HTC and RTC are669

different; if the interaction between human and robot is at "sequential" level, HTC and670

RTC coincide in the space but in different time (robot and human are active one at time);671

the "parallel" level of interaction entails simultaneous tasks, aimed at the same goal,672

in different task centers; "collaborative" level of interaction means robot and human673

working in close contact and therefore coincident task centers.674

Task center allocation. This phase entails the association between task centers and675

passive resources allowing to define the matrix Lcp. The task center defined for a specific676

operation is made to coincide with a point of interest belonging to the relative passive677

resource. Hence, this point becomes the origin of a local reference frame anchored to678

the resource. The local frame is then positioned and oriented with respect to the global679

reference. The authors have assumed the point of interest as the geometric center of680

gravity of the resource. Hence, the position of the passive resource required to perform681

a specific task can be determined by defining the position of the task center related to682

that specific task.683

Constrained optimization problem solving. In the previous subsection the goal function684

to be minimized was defined by the Equation 2. That function is the sum of several685

terms related to specific features of the workplace. Currently, the present paper takes686

into account only the aspect related to the occupied floor space S(w). The occupied floor687

space minimization criterion guarantees the best solution when it is necessary to reduce688

the dimension of the workplace and it also goes to meet the need to reduce the distances689

covered by the human operator in order to enhance the ergonomic conditions during690

the execution of his tasks. Ergonomic aspects will be considered in more detail in the691

future developments of this approach.692

Therefore, considering the workplace floor space utilisation [41] as:

FS = (xmax − xmin) + (ymax − ymin), (3)

where x and y are the maximum and the minimum coordinates reached by any693

resource in the plane, the goal function is defined as the sum of the Euclidean distances694

between the pairs of task centers:695

f =
b

∑
k=1

√
(xk,i − xk,j)2 + (yk,i − yk,j)2. (4)

The xi, yi and xj, yj in the Equation 4 are the Cartesian coordinates of the i-th and696

j-th task centers respectively; b represents the number of simple combinations given by:697 (
n
2

)
=

n!
2!(n− 2)!

, (5)

where n is the number of tasks centers to be placed in the available space.698

Minimising the Euclidean distances between the task centers means that the re-699

sources are placed closer together, and consequently, the occupied floor space is also700

reduced.701
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Obviously, the problem is constrained to place the resources within the available702

space and to avoid overlap of them. Furthermore, the solution of the optimisation prob-703

lem is bound to compliance with the following provisions established by the reference704

standards:705

• The minimum distance between moving objects, robot system and building areas,706

structures, users and other machines should be at least 500 mm [26,63].707

• The minimum required separation distance between human and robot established708

by the ISO/TS15066 [27] with regard to speed and separation monitoring is:709

Sp(t) = Sr + Sr + Ss + C + Zd + Zr. (6)

The standard clarifies well how each term is determined.710

• Safety distances are required to guarantee escape routes [64].711

• The positioning and the orientation of the control device (e.g., the Human Machine712

Interface) should be such that the view on the robot is always unobstructed (as713

declared in the Annex A of ISO 10218-2 [26] and ISO 13850 [65]).714

• Maximum load carrying distance should be defined depending on the carried715

cumulative mass [66].716

Moreover, logistic space, which contains the logistic resources, can be bound to717

assume one of the three configuration described in the section 4.1.718

In short, the mathematical modelling for the optimization problem is set up as719

the search for the minimum value of a nonlinear function of n × 2 variables subject720

to nonlinear constraints. The constraints are expressed by means of equalities and721

inequalities. The n× 2 variables correspond to the Cartesian coordinates (x, y) of the722

plan projection of the n task centers associated with the relative passive resources. The723

problem is solved by means of a Matlab nonlinear programming solver.724

Rough layout definition. This phase outcome is the optimised and standard-compliant725

principal solution to the HRC layout designing problem. Once the optimization problem726

is solved, and the passive resources are placed, the working areas are determined by727

defining the matrix Fap that associates the active resources to the employed passive728

resources. The proposed approach identifies as the main workspaces the Human Space729

and the Robot Space, and using the definitions proposed in the paradigm, it is easy to730

mark them. Conceptually, the first attempt layout could look like the solution shown in731

Figure 8. As it can be seen from the figure, the task centers (i.e., HTC, RTC, CTC) and732

the related passive resources, whose poses are determined by solving the NLP problem,733

the Human Space, the Robot Space, and the Logistic Space, where the workpieces enter734

and exit the workplace, are explicitly identified.735

5. Case study736

In this paragraph, the approach presented above is used for designing a HRC737

workplace layout for quality inspection of welding points on automotive components.738

Then, a what-if analysis is presented to evaluate how the layout is affected by changing739

some input parameters.740

5.1. Collaborative workplace for inspection of welded parts741

The proposed case study concerns the welding points quality check carried out742

by means of ultrasonic technology. It involves the adoption of a human operator and743

a cobot. The operator is concerned with taking and carrying the component whereas744

the cobot executes the inspection. The cobot is equipped with a specially designed745

ultrasonic end-effector. The workpiece to be inspected requires a precise adjustment on746

the dedicated stand. After the inspection, the operator picks up the component from the747

dedicated stand and deposits it on the outfeed stand. The main activities of the operator748

are: carrying the component, precise positioning it and monitoring as long as the cobot749

execute the inspection.750
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Figure 8. Conceptual layout of the HRC workplace

The four steps of the proposed approach, i.e., (i) task analysis, (ii) task centers751

allocation, (iii) constrained optimisation problem solving, (iv) rough layout definition,752

are applied aiming at designing a standard compliant and optimized layout for this case753

study.754

Task analysis. The task scheduling (Figure 9) is analysed as the main input of the755

entire process. The task scheduling analysis allows defining:756

1. Tasks of which the entire operation is composed;757

2. Resources assigned to each task;758

3. Type and number of active resources;759

4. Type and number of passive resources;760

5. Information about workpieces;761

6. Robot characteristics;762

7. Tasks attributes (type, level of interaction, temporal order);763

8. Number and type of task centers according to the procedures described in the764

previous chapter.765

Table 5 indicates the information obtained from the task analysis including the task766

centers list related to all tasks.767

The chosen collaborative robot is a UR10 cobot produced by Universal Robot, with768

performance level "d", category 3 according to ISO 13849 [67]. It has 6 rotational joints,769

a payload of 10 kg and 1.3 meters of maximum reach. The cobot is equipped with770

an end-effector tool which enables the robot to accomplish the inspection activity. A771

Figure 9. Task scheduling related to the quality check of welding points performed in a collabora-
tive manner.
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Table 5. Analysis of the task scheduling.

ID Task Task Type Active
Resource

Level of
Interaction Task center

1
Positioning the
workpiece on

the inspection stand
Transport Human

Operator Sequential HTC 1-HTC 2

2 Checking the correct
positioning Process Human

Operator Sequential HTC 2

3 Selecting the
inspection plans Control Human

Operator Sequential HTC C

4 Entering workpiece
ID number Control Human

Operator Sequential HTC C

5 Starting the
control cycle Control Human

Operator Sequential HTC C

6
Achieving

all inspection
positions

Process Cobot
UR10 Collaborative RTC 1 = HTC2

7 Monitoring
the operation Process Human

Operator Collaborative HTC 2

8
Loading the

workpiece on
the outfeed stand

Transport Human
Operator Sequential HTC 2 - HTC 3

dedicated Human Machine Interface (HMI) simplifies the cobot control and improves772

the Human-Robot Collaboration.773

The set of required passive resources is also defined in this first phase. The following774

passive resources are needed:775

1. Infeed stand;776

2. Outfeed stand;777

3. Inspection stand;778

4. Robot pedestal;779

5. Human Machine Interface.780

According to the proposed method, “transport” task needs two task centers: the781

first task, i.e., “loading workpiece in the control station”, needs the Human Task Center 1782

where the operator takes the workpiece, and the Human Task Center 2 where the operator783

places it. The following tasks are “process” or "control" tasks, performed sequentially on784

the same workpiece. Therefore, they are all executed at Human Task Center 2 and Human785

Task Center C. Task 6 is assigned to the cobot which has to achieve all the inspection786

positions. The cobot carries out the task under the human supervision, in a collaborative787

manner. This means that the Robot Task Center 1 coincides with the Human Task Center 2,788

identifying a Collaborative Task Center. Besides, task 7, linked to Human Task Center 2, is the789

collaborative task performed by the human being. It does not involve physical contact790

between the resources, but it is carried on in the same workspace, on the same workpiece791

and at the same time. However, the minimum separation distance is guaranteed. Finally,792

tasks 3, 4 and 5 are “control” tasks. They don’t contribute to the actual process but793

concern the cobot control. The related task center is different from those previously794

identified. It affects the position of the HMI within the available space. Task 8, i.e.,795

“loading workpiece in the storage station”, is treated as task 1 since it involves the796

transport of the workpiece from Human Task Center 2 to Human Task Center 3.797

Task center allocation. Then, the passive resource, which is needed to carry out a798

specific task, is associate with the task center related to that task. In particular, the infeed799

and outfeed stands are associated respectively to the Human Task Center 1 and 3, whereas800

the inspection stand is associated to Human Task Center 2 (that coincides with Robot Task801
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Center 1). Finally, the Human-Machine Interface is associated to Human Task Center C.802

The robot pedestal supports the cobot.803

Constrained optimization problem solving. This phase consists in defining the task804

centers position. As a result, the related passive resources are also placed. The available805

space is a rectangular area of 49 square meters. There are no pre-existing obstacles.806

The position of the logistic spaces is defined considering the adjacent workplaces. The807

solution of the problem of constrained optimisation, which minimizes the occupied floor808

space, is found by means of a Matlab solver.809

Rough layout definition. The elementary workspaces are defined in the last step. The810

envelope of the four Unitary Human Spaces (UHSs), which are needed to carry out all811

the tasks assigned to human, identifies the Human Space. The Robot Space is software-812

defined. The intersection between the elementary spaces identifies the Collaborative813

Space, while their union identifies the Operational Space. The logistic spaces intersect814

the Human Space. Infeed space and outfeed space are placed on the same side according815

to the adjacent workplaces position. Figure 10 shows the layout obtained by applying816

the proposed method. At the end of the design process, the workplace can be completed817

with additional fixtures and safety devices if these are really needed.818

5.2. What-if analysis819

In this section, a what if analysis that involves the generation and subsequent820

evaluation of several scenarios is presented. In the first stage, the proposed approach821

is used to generate several collaborative workplaces starting from different sets of822

inputs. In particular, three input parameters are fixed on three levels in order to create823

27 different combinations. Consequently a critical assessment of them is carried out824

through some criteria in order to find out the best configuration and combination of825

parameters. Afterwards, the impact of the selected parameters on the performances826

of the system is evaluated. For this purpose, four Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)827

of the workplace are evaluated by means of specific functions. Then, an utility value828

given by the combination of that functions is obtained by means of the Simple Multi-829

Attribute Rating Technique (SMART) [68–70]. This technique is a synthetic technique that830

Figure 10. The HRC workplace layout obtained by means of the proposed approach: a) the
workplace showed in the 3D environment; b) 3D enlargement showing the several resources
that are part of the workplace; c) 2D view highlighting the several task centers and the main
workspaces.
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combines several non-homogeneous quantities and provides an utility value through831

four steps:832

• assigning a weight to each function or performance by means of a comparison833

among them;834

• making the output value of each function dimensionless and on a normalized scale835

making the best of each function corresponded to the maximum in the normalized836

scale;837

• multiplying the dimensionless values and the weights;838

• summing the results obtained in the previous step.839

The output value of this technique is a weighted combination of the other perfor-840

mances and the highest value identifies the best configuration among to the different841

combinations of parameters.842

The input parameters of this analysis, selected as control factors, are:843

1. Minimum distance: the minimum distance among the resources,844

2. Robot speed: the speed adopted by the robot to carry out the inspection845

3. Logistic areas: the relative position of the logistic areas.846

According to the ISO 13854 [63], the minimum distance among the resources must847

not be lower than 500 mm. In the context of the spatial optimization, it represents the848

lower limit. On another hand, according to the designing and production purposes, it849

could be required this value higher to guarantee specific needs. Indeed, even tough the850

optimization algorithm points to the minimization of the distances, there is always a851

minimum value to be guaranteed, not only due to the safety, but also for the working852

exigences. Then, the robot speed influences several key aspects of the workplace such853

as the timing, the safety, the proximity of the human to the robot and the collaborative854

time. Finally, the relative position of the logistic areas, as explained in section 4.1.1 can855

be set at the same side, consecutive side or opposite side in a single workplace, with an856

impact on the logistic optimization that depends on the manufacturing context.857

The selected parameters belong to a specific domain of the collaborative workplace858

(Table 2). The minimum distances is a safety requirement, the robot speed is a technical859

parameter related to the active resource, and the logistic areas is a logistic parameter.860

All these parameters, or factors, are presented in Table 6 with the selected values and861

description.862

By the combination of these factors, a Design of Experiment (DoE) is made with863

a total of 27 combinations. Such configurations need to be evaluated through different864

performances with a set of functions. Consequently, an utility value is calculated for865

each configuration with the SMART method in order to provide a representative score.866

The proposed functions are: (i) the impact on space, (ii) the HRC relevance, (iii) the time867

cycle and (iv) the initial investment cost. Three of that functions need to be minimized868

whereas the HRC relevance to be maximized. Such functions represent performances869

with competitive priorities, that means the improvement of one implies the worsening870

of another. They are reported in Table 7 with their expressions and the descriptions.871

The impact on space compares the real occupied space with a reference value. In872

this study the reference value is 49 m2. The time is the sum of the single time of all the873

Table 6. Inputs and levels for Design of Experiments analysis.

ID Inputs Level 1 Level 2 Level 2 Summary

1 Minimum
distance

500 mm 700 mm 900 mm Minimum distances between
two generic resources

2 Robot
speed

0.25
m/s

0.5 m/s 0.75 m/s Speed adopted by the robot
to carry out the inspection

3 Logistic
areas.

Same
side

Consecutive
side

Opposite
side

Relative position of the infeed
and outfeed areas
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Table 7. Evaluation functions [37,41].

Name Function Objective Summary

Impact
on space

(xmax−xmin)(ymax−ymin)
At

100 Minimize Percentage of the total plant
available area occupied by the
collaborative workplace

HRC rele-
vance

Tc
Tt

100 Maximize Percentage of the total needed ex-
ecution time characterized by the
simultaneous working of human
and robot

Time
N

∑
i=1

ti Minimize Total needed execution time

Cost
R

∑
i=1

cini Minimize Total cost as the sum of all the
active and passive resources

sequential tasks. The HRC relevance is provided by the percentage of the collaborative874

time on the total time. Finally, the cost is the sum of the costs of each resource on the875

workplace.876

All the 27 configurations generated by means of the proposed method are firstly877

evaluated by the four functions. Consequently, the SMART is adopted to obtain a878

synthetic score. The necessary weights assigned to the functions, in accordance to the879

relative importance of each function on the collaborative workplace performances, are880

the following:881

• Impact on space: 38%882

• HRC relevance: 13%883

• Time: 13%884

• Cost: 38%885

Indeed, the industrial experience reached by means of a discussion with a selected886

group of experts of the sector, suggests to pose a higher attention on the minimization of887

spaces and costs.888

6. Results and Discussion889

By the combination of the three parameters presented in the previous section, 27890

scenarios are generated through the method presented in the section 4. Figure 11 presents891

three example of the generated layout. In particular, the different position of the logistic892

areas is present on the three configuration.893

Figure 11. Three different workplace configurations obtained by changing the position of the
logistic spaces: a) infeed and outfeed spaces are placed on the same side; b) infeed and outfeed
spaces are placed on consecutive sides; c) infeed and outfeed spaces are placed on opposite sides.
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Table 8. Design of Experiment and results.

Conf. Minimum distance Robot speed Logistic areas Result

1 500 mm 0.25 m/s Same side 87.16
2 500 mm 0.25 m/s Consecutive side 84.39
3 500 mm 0.25 m/s Opposite side 59.77
4 500 mm 0.5 m/s Same side 88.54
5 500 mm 0.5 m/s Consecutive side 85.63
6 500 mm 0.5 m/s Opposite side 60.11
7 500 mm 0.75 m/s Same side 84.41
8 500 mm 0.75 m/s Consecutive side 81.23
9 500 mm 0.75 m/s Opposite side 55.18

10 700 mm 0.25 m/s Same side 81.87
11 700 mm 0.25 m/s Consecutive side 79.35
12 700 mm 0.25 m/s Opposite side 58.45
13 700 mm 0.5 m/s Same side 83.05
14 700 mm 0.5 m/s Consecutive side 80.36
15 700 mm 0.5 m/s Opposite side 58.83
16 700 mm 0.75 m/s Same side 78.87
17 700 mm 0.75 m/s Consecutive side 75.77
18 700 mm 0.75 m/s Opposite side 53.93
19 900 mm 0.25 m/s Same side 76.88
20 900 mm 0.25 m/s Consecutive side 73.76
21 900 mm 0.25 m/s Opposite side 57.39
22 900 mm 0.5 m/s Same side 77.86
23 900 mm 0.5 m/s Consecutive side 74.50
24 900 mm 0.5 m/s Opposite side 57.80
25 900 mm 0.75 m/s Same side 73.58
26 900 mm 0.75 m/s Consecutive side 69.90
27 900 mm 0.75 m/s Opposite side 58.94

All the 27 scenarios are evaluated independently through the four KPIs presented in894

the section 5.2. The impact on space, the HRC relevance, the time and the cost are calculated895

for each configuration and a synthetic value given by the combination of them is pulled896

out by means of the SMART technique. In Table 8 are presented the results of this897

assessment. For brevity, only the combinations of parameters and the SMART utility898

value are reported.899

According to the SMART, it emerged that the best configuration is the no. 4,900

characterized by:901

• Minimum distance: 500 mm;902

• Robot speed: 0.5 m/s;903

• Logistic areas: the same side.904

On another hand, other configurations are considered the best according to the905

other KPIs. The configuration no. 1 is the one that has the highest score for impact on906

space and the HRC relevance, whereas the configuration no. 7 is the one that minimize the907

time. Furthermore, the cost is not considered because it provides the same value for all908

the configurations.909

Therefore, looking at the best configurations to select, a preliminary assessment910

leads to the following consideration:911

1. The minimum distance to consider among the resources should be as less as912

possible. Indeed a minimum distance of 500 mm is the best according all the913

evaluation functions and the utility value.914

2. The relative position of the logistic areas are located at the same side for all the915

winning configurations.916
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Table 9. Results of the ANOVA analysis.

ANOVA Analysis

SMART Impact on space
Minimum distance 8.14% Minimum distance 8.93%
Robot speed 2.98% Robot speed 0.40%
Logistic areas 88.88% Logistic areas 90.68%

HRC relevance Time
Minimum distance 0.00% Minimum distance 0.03%
Robot speed 99.96% Robot speed 98.60%
Logistic areas 0.04% Logistic areas 1.37%

3. The robot speed presents a different result. Indeed, the minimum value is consid-917

ered the best according to the impact on space and the HRC relevance, the middle918

value is the best solution according to SMART and the maximum value is the best919

for the time.920

Therefore, apparently, the best designing should follow the minimization of the921

distance among the resources and the positioning of the logistic areas at the same side.922

About the robot speed, it should be set according to the interest of the designer and the923

company. Nevertheless, an ANOVA analysis conducted on the results leads to discover924

the magnitude of the impact that the three parameters have on the functions, in order925

to find out which of them is the most influential. The analysis is carried out on the926

utility value and three on the four KPIs. The initial investment function is not considered927

because its value does not change for all the configurations. The principal main effect928

of the parameters as well as the combined effects are considered. The resume of the929

analysis is presented in Table 9. The final considerations are the following:930

• The relative position of the logistic areas is very significant on the impact on space931

and the SMART utility value (88,88% and 90,68%);932

• The robot speed is very significant on the collaborative time and total time of933

execution (99,96% and 98,60%);934

• The minimum distance has a very low impact on all the performances (less than 9%935

on all the functions);936

• No interaction effect is significant for all the performance (less that 1%).937

Therefore, from this analysis it emerges that the minimum distance is not a signif-938

icant factor for all the evaluation criteria. Indeed it has a very low impact on all the939

evaluation functions and it could be not considered as input for the generation of the940

scenarios. Its value can depend only on the economic and feasibility needs.941

On another hand, the robot speed is one of the factors that impacts mostly on the942

total time and the collaborative time, as expected. Indeed, if the robot moves at a lower943

speed, there are two different aspects that come out: (i) it is allowed to human to stay944

close to the robot area and (ii) the shared time could increase or decrease its percentage945

on the total time depending on the task scheduling. In contrast, if the robot move at the946

higher speed, it is forbidden to stay close to it, therefore the collaboration is penalized,947

even though the total cycle time decreases. Furthermore, if the robot task is carried out at948

the highest speed during the inspection, the control by the human is the worse possible.949

Finally, the relative position of the logistic area is the most influential factor for950

SMART and impact on space. That is reasonable because the different layouts need951

different distribution of the resources on the space. Moreover, the impact on the space is952

the function with the highest weight in the SMART together with the cost. Therefore,953

the factor with the highest impact on such performances, has a comparable impact even954

on the SMART utility value.955
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Figure 12. Mean principal effects: a) trend of the impact on space and SMART utility value
according to the relative position of the logistic areas; b) trend of the total time and collaborative
time according to the robot speed

In the figure 12, it is possible to see the trend of the functions according to their956

main influential factors. In figure 12a the trends of the SMART utility value and the957

impact on the space are reported according to the relative position of the logistic areas.958

They have pretty similar trends as explained before. In particular, it is possible to see959

that both the performances present very low changes when the logistic areas are located960

at the same side or consecutive sides, but they get worse when the logistic areas are961

located at opposite sides. This results suggests to adopt indifferently mainly logistic962

areas at the same side or consecutive sides. On another hand, to locate the logistic areas963

at opposite sides could lead to a worsening of the performance.964

The matter is different for the robot speed. In figure 12b, the trend of total time and965

collaborative time are reported according to the robot speed. It is interesting to see that966

the collaborative time has a linear decreasing trend with the robot speed whereas the967

performance of the total time has a increasing trend.968

The analysis on the results leads to the following considerations. The minimum969

distance among the resource is not a important control factor on the KPIs, therefore it can970

be set following the criteria of minimum cost or another criterion. The relative position971

of the logistic areas has a high impact on the use of space and the SMART utility value.972

In particular, when the logistic areas are at opposite sides, there is a general worsening973

of these performances. Still, the robot speed presents a conflicting result. It is impossible974

to maximize the performance of the total time and collaborative time at the same time,975

even though the middle robot speed is a good compromise to achieve the best possible976

condition for both the KPIs.977

7. Conclusions978

The paper presents a streamlined approach aimed at designing of collaborative979

workplace layout. Firstly, the context and the challenges of collaborative robotics are980

presented in order to define the boundaries of the problem. Consequently, the whole981

knowledge about collaborative robotics is systematically collected and managed, ac-982

cording to a KBA. A modelling paradigm is the outcome of this process; it allows the983

definition of a method for layout designing which leverages the positioning of the HTC984

and RTC in the available space, according to a defined optimization criterion. Finally, a985

what-if analysis is carried out by means of DoE, in order to generate a set of scenarios986

and evaluate them through four functions and one utility value.987

The main contribution of the paper is the presentation of a modelling paradigm988

used to: (i) describe the relevant aspect common to several workplaces; (ii) simplify the989

implementation of design methods; (iii) identify changes in the layout of the workplaces.990

Hence, the designing approach, the aim of which is the spatial optimization and the991
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standards compliance of the collaborative workplace layout, is proposed. This is applied992

to a collaborative workplace for quality ultrasonic inspection to prove its usefulness993

and feasibility. The case study allows showing the systematic usage of the designing ap-994

proach, and carrying on a what-if analysis by generating multiple layout configurations.995

Three inputs are set as control factors: (i) the minimum distance among the resources,996

(ii) the robot speed and (iii) the relative position of the logistic areas. They are set on997

three levels. A Design of Experiment (DoE) made of 27 combinations is carried out and998

four Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are selected to assess the layout alternatives.999

The KPIs simulated are: the impact on space, the execution time, the relevance of the1000

collaboration (HRC relevance) and the initial investment cost. To obtain a utility value1001

representative of each configuration, the SMART technique was adopted. Finally, an1002

ANOVA analysis is carried out in order to find out the real impact of the control factors1003

on each KPI. The results shows that there is one configuration that is eligible as the best1004

configuration according the investigation, and only two control factors on three are very1005

significant for the designing of the HRC workplace layout.1006
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